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Abstract

The epitaxial growth mechanism and dislocations formation causes of AlN films on Si substrate by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) are comprehensively proposed. Due to the highly energetic effect and pulsed effect of PLD, the epitaxial process of AlN film growing on Si (111) by PLD is two-dimensional layer-by-layer growth regime in relation to strain-relaxation mechanisms. The three PLD sub-stages of epitaxial process for AlN films on Si substrate have been suggested and interpreted in detail. At the optimum growth conditions, it exhibits 1.5 nm-thick single-crystalline AlN interfacial layers with high density of dislocations, rather than an amorphous Si$_{\text{x}}$N$_{\text{y}}$ layer. In the contrary, severely interfacial reaction and an AlSiN layer were found in the AlN/Si (111) interface in non-optimal growth conditions, which is derived from the interfacial interdiffusion and penetration between active Si atoms and AlN species, resulting in high density of dislocations and defects in AlN/Si (111) interface.
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1. Introduction
Aluminum nitride (AlN) has wide band gap (6.2 eV), high surface acoustic wave velocity (5760 m/s), high thermal conductivity, and good thermal stabilities.\textsuperscript{1-3} These properties make AlN important for applications in electronic and optoelectronic devices, such as deep ultraviolet (DUV) light emitting diode, short wavelength emitters, telecommunication filters, and bulk acoustic wave resonators (FBARs), etc.\textsuperscript{4-6} In order to realize the integration of AlN related devices, epitaxial growth of AlN on Si substrate has become a primary requirement for these applications.\textsuperscript{7,8}

However, it is not easy to epitaxially grow AlN on Si. Apart from high density of dislocations in the grown AlN films due to the large lattice mismatch with Si, another main difficulty is the stress induced by the thermal expansion mismatch that leads to cracks in AlN epilayers.\textsuperscript{9,10} Various techniques have been reported for the epitaxial growth of AlN films on Si substrates. These include metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD),\textsuperscript{11} plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (MBE),\textsuperscript{12} and pulsed laser deposition (PLD).\textsuperscript{13} Among them, PLD employs a highly energetic pulsed laser to ablate targets, so as to assure high kinetic energy of species when arriving substrates, and therefore realize the epitaxial growth of single-crystalline at a relatively low growth temperature and with an abrupt interface.\textsuperscript{14-15}

Usually, the PLD process from most theoretical models can be categorized into three sub-stages as (i) laser ablation and interaction with target, (ii) plasma plume expansion into a background gas, and (iii) thin film deposition at the substrate.\textsuperscript{16-18} In the PLD process, the initial ablation process includes laser radiation penetrates inside target, evaporates and ionizes the target material, creating a plasma plume above the target surface. Subsequently, atoms, molecules, and ions of react plasma plume collide and with background gas, leading highly directional expansion species perpendicular to the target. Finally, plasma species arrive at substrates in a certain kinetic energy, then undergo some different growth periods and eventually a film forms on the substrates. These PLD processes have been investigated by scientific community through theoretical simulations during last years.\textsuperscript{19-21} Although there are some experimental analysis on the influence of one or two PLD parameters on morphology or crystal quality of AlN films grown on Si substrate,\textsuperscript{22-23} one can hardly find any report on the thorough investigation of inherent epitaxial mechanism underlying the three PLD growth processes of AlN films on Si substrate by PLD. In this work, we report on a comprehensive study of epitaxial growth mechanism and dislocation formation causes of AlN films on Si (111) substrates by PLD.
2. Experimental

The depositions of AlN on Si (111) substrates were performed in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) pulsed laser deposition chamber with KrF excimer laser ($\lambda=248$ nm, $t=20$ ns). The Si (111) substrates were chemically cleaned by H$_2$SO$_4$:$H_2$O$_2$:H$_2$O (3:1:1) and 5% HF before loaded into the reactor. The substrates were then introduced into the UHV chamber with a background pressure of $1\times10^{-10}$ Torr and baked at 900°C for 60 min to remove residual surface contaminations. The KrF excimer laser was used to ablate a sintered AlN target (99.99% purity) with an energy density of 2.0 J/cm$^2$. Subsequently, after pre-ablation of AlN target for 10 min without nitrogen plasma, AlN films were deposited under $4\times10^{-4}$ ~ $1.2\times10^{-2}$ Torr nitrogen (99.99999%) plasma ambient produced by the RF plasma generator for 30 min. Substrate temperature was maintained at 850°C for the growth. The as-grown films were characterized by high-resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD), high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and energy dispersive spectrometer (EDS).

3. Results

The crystalline quality of AlN films are investigated by HRXRD. Fig. 1a shows the typical $\omega$-2$\theta$ scan curve of the as-grown films grown from $4\times10^{-4}$ to $8\times10^{-3}$ Torr. It shows the diffraction peaks from AlN {0001} and Si{111}, which confirms that the as-grown AlN films are single crystalline with the c axis normal to Si(111), AlN [0001]/Si [111]. Fig. 1b reveals the influence of nitrogen pressure on the crystalline quality of as-grown AlN films. The FWHMs of both (0002) and (10-12) XRD rocking curves of AlN films firstly decrease and then increase as the pressure increases. The FWHM of AlN (0002) rocking curve is reduced from 1.87° to 1.2° when the pressure increases from $4\times10^{-4}$ to $8\times10^{-3}$ Torr. However, when the pressure further increases to $1.2\times10^{-2}$ Torr, the crystalline quality of as-grown AlN films becomes poorer. Therefore, the nitrogen pressure significantly affects crystalline quality of AlN films.

The surface morphology of the AlN films grown on Si (111) for 30 min at different nitrogen pressures was measured by SEM, as shown in Fig. 2. AlN films grown at the low nitrogen plasma pressures from $4\times10^{-4}$ to $4\times10^{-3}$ Torr display some non-uniformly distributed particulates in Fig. 2a-2c. In contrast, AlN film grown at $8\times10^{-3}$ Torr has a relatively smooth surface, and neither micro-cracks nor particulates, are observed in Fig. 2d. However, if the nitrogen pressure is further increased to $1.2\times10^{-2}$ Torr, AlN films become very rough with many small particles, Fig. 2e. Obviously, the nitrogen pressure
also significantly affects surface morphologies of AlN films and $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr is the optimal pressure, which has been confirmed by the atomic form microscopy measurements, with the sample grown under $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr showing the lowest surface root mean square (RMS) roughness of 1.4 nm. The EDS line-scan analysis was performed for AlN film grown at $4 \times 10^{-4}$ Torr, as shown in Fig. 2f. Some large particulates of about 1.5 μm are observed on film surface, where component contents of both N and Al are higher than elsewhere. This is mainly due to AlN species do not encounter enough collisions from appropriate nitrogen spices when the nitrogen pressure is lower than its optimal value. They are inclined to agglomerate with each other before deposited on the substrate surface, ending up with formation of clusters or particulates on as-grown AlN film surface, as shown in Fig 2a-2c. We have also checked the composition for the samples grown under optimum pressure as in Fig. 2d by EDS. It shows that these films are almost stoichiometric with Al/N close to 1.

The cross-sectional morphology of AlN/Si (111) films for 30 min was investigated by low-magnification TEM, as shown in Fig. 3. AlN films grown at $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr and $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr have approximate thicknesses of 63 nm and 96 nm respectively, and exhibit high density of threading dislocations which gradually stretch upward to top surface of AlN films (as white arrows labeled). Whereas, it can be clearly observed that AlN film grown at $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr is with lower density of threading dislocations than that of $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, which is due to a portion of threading dislocations bend and even annihilate in the optimal pressure of $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr.24, 25 Using HRTEM images, we have calculated the density of threading dislocations for AlN film grown at $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr. We have found that its density of threading dislocations is reduced from $10^{10}$/cm$^2$ at the bottom to about $5 \times 10^8$/cm$^2$ near the surface.

Due to -18.9% lattice mismatches between AlN and Si, AlN lattice subjected to large tensile strain from Si lattice, leading to substantial mismatch stress in AlN/Si (111) interface during the growth. In order to release the mismatch stress, misfit dislocations generate in AlN/Si (111) interface. As the film thickness gradually increases, these interfacial misfit dislocations propagate and stretch upwards, resulting in the formation of threading dislocations. Meanwhile, the threading dislocations can bend and even annihilate in the optimal pressure of $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr as the thickness increases. This is mainly attributed to the fact that large tensile strain of AlN lattice is gradually reduced as the thickness increases, and AlN species deposition changes from lattice non-relaxation mode to lattice relaxation mode. In this case, threading dislocations begin to bend in the horizontal direction of film and eventually annihilate, leading to lower density of threading dislocations.

In order to further study of interface layers for AlN films on Si (111), HRTEM of AlN/Si (111) films grown at $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr and $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr were investigated, as shown in Fig. 4a and 4b, respectively.
AlN film grown at $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr exhibits quite abrupt interface with Si substrate, and the interfacial layer thickness is as low as 1.5 nm, about 4-5 monolayers, as shown in Fig. 4b. It reveals that the interfacial layer is a single-crystalline AlN layer with high density of dislocations, in which the lattices arrangement of 4-5 monolayers is almost similar to that of hexagonal AlN. Therefore, it is not an amorphous SiN$_x$ layer as other researchers reported. This is attributed to pre-ablation of AlN ceramic targets and appropriate PLD growth conditions, which can reduce the reaction probability between Si substrate and active N, and eventually inhibit Si-N interfacial reaction.

However, it is obvious that severely interfacial reaction has occurred in AlN/Si (111) interface for the film grown at $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, resulting in some boundaries disappearing and lattices penetration between AlN and Si atoms. We divide this interface into four segments denoted as A, B, C, and D. Each segment has its unique characteristic, as labeled in Fig. 4a. Segment A is an AlN layer with high density of dislocations. Segment B is consisted of orderly new lattices, which are taking place the positions of Si substrate atoms, and totally different from both AlN and Si atoms. We speculate that this is an AlSiN layer derived from the interfacial interdiffusion and penetration between active Si atoms and AlN species. At the low pressure of $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, laser-produced AlN species do not encounter enough collisions they reach substrate surface with excessive kinetic energy. These highly energetic AlN species bombard Si substrate when arriving at substrate, leading to localized Si lattices overcome their energy barriers and leave substrate with vacancies. These vacancies are filled by incident AlN species which can in further combine with Si atoms to form an AlSiN layer. In segment C, arranged Si atoms with some misfit dislocations are found in the boundaries with both segment B along [11-2] direction and Si substrate lattices on the left. Segment D is a cubic AlN layer rather than a hexagonal AlN layer, because lattices in this layer from horizontal and vertical directions are in the same size. This is mainly derived from that severely interfacial reaction has changed misfit stress in the interface, which is beneficial for cubic AlN species to nucleate here.

Some reported an amorphous SiN$_x$ layer was easily formed in the interface between AlN film and Si substrate, and amorphous cyclic patterns could be seen in selective area electron diffraction (SAED). In our cases, the interfaces of AlN/Si (111) films grown at both $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr and $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr were not amorphous SiN$_x$ layers, nor with cyclic SAED patterns, as shown in Fig. 5.

SAED analysis of the interfaces between AlN films and Si substrates has been carried out to confirm the XRD results, as shown in Fig. 5. From SAED in the interfaces grown at both $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr
and $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, we obtain the epitaxial relationships between AlN film and Si (111) substrate, which are AlN (0001)//Si (111) and AlN [10-10]//Si [11-2]. Another relationship is AlN [-2110]//Si [-110] from the direction of electron diffraction, which is the same as previous reports. Meanwhile, the pattern spots of AlN film grown at $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr are much smaller compared to that of $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr. It indicates AlN film grown at $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr has higher crystalline-quality diffracted planes than that of $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, which is confirmed to the results of XRD.

4. Discussions

According to the above characterizations and three theoretical sub-stages of PLD, epitaxial growth mechanism of AlN films on Si (111) substrates by PLD can be comprehensively investigated and proposed. Detailed interpretations are given below.

The first sub-stage of AlN films grown on Si (111) substrates by PLD can be described as nanosecond laser interacts with AlN ceramics target. In our case, AlN ceramic is used as the target. The laser radiation penetrates into the AlN target, and evaporates and ionizes AlN material, creating a plasma plume above AlN target surface. After being absorbed high laser energy, AlN ceramic decomposes. Four decomposition reactions occur sequentially. The reaction equations are as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(1)} & \quad \text{AlN(s)} & \rightarrow & \text{Al(s)} + \frac{1}{2} \text{N}_2(g) & \quad \Delta H = 74.8 \text{ kcal/mol} \\
\text{(2)} & \quad \text{AlN(s)} & \rightarrow & \text{Al(g)} + \frac{1}{2} \text{N}_2(g) & \quad \Delta H = 152.9 \text{ kcal/mol} \\
\text{(3)} & \quad \text{AlN(s)} & \rightarrow & \text{AlN(g)} & \quad \Delta H = 199.7 \text{ kcal/mol} \\
\text{(4)} & \quad \text{AlN(s)} & \rightarrow & \text{Al(g)} + \text{N(g)} & \quad \Delta H = 265.4 \text{ kcal/mol}
\end{align*}
\]

Equation (1) is the first to proceed due to its minimal reaction enthalpy. AlN ceramic target firstly decomposes into metallic Al and nitrogen, which is already found by many researchers. They reported a low-resistivity conductive aluminum layer directly formed on AlN target surface after pulsed laser ablation. According to equations (2-4), the species decomposed by AlN ceramic are vapor phase such as Al(g), N$_2$(g), AlN (g), and N(g). They eventually become plasma plumes at high temperature after being absorbed higher laser energy. Thus, it is indicated that laser-ablated AlN plasma plumes include AlN, Al and N neutral species, AlN$^+$, Al$^+$ and N$^+$ charged species, massive electrons, etc. The same species types of plasma plumes have also investigated using time-of-flight mass spectrometry by Hai et al. They further pointed out the density of charged species is higher than that of neutral species.
The second sub-stage can be considered as laser-produced AlN plasma species expand into a nitrogen background. During this process, AlN plasma species collide and react with background nitrogen. Nitrogen plays an important role of acting as collision and reaction species. On the one hand, nitrogen collides with plasma species, which efficiently reduces the kinetics energy of plasma species. On the other hand, nitrogen can be excited and ionized to be \( \text{N}^{2+}, \text{N}^+ \) and \( \text{N} \) species due to absorbing plasma energy. In ultra-high-temperature condition, ionized nitrogen species can react with Al plasma species of plume, which contributes to form stoichiometry AlN films by nitrogen incorporating into films. The complex reactions among the plasma species and background nitrogen such as excitation, ionization, dissociation and recombination, are shown as follows.37-38

1. Excitation: \( \text{AIN} + e \rightarrow \text{AIN}^* + e, \text{N}_2 + e \rightarrow \text{N}_2^* + e \)

2. Dissociation: \( \text{AIN} + e \rightarrow \text{Al} + \text{N} + e, \text{N}_2 + e \rightarrow 2\text{N} + e \)

3. Ionization: \( \text{AIN} + e \rightarrow \text{AIN}^+ + 2e, \text{AIN}^* + e \rightarrow \text{AIN}^+ + 2e \)

4. Recombination: \( \text{Al}^+ + e \rightarrow \text{Al}^* + h\gamma, \text{Al}^+ + 2e \rightarrow \text{Al} + e \)

Towards the reactions involved of forming AlN, \( \text{AIN}^+ \) and AlN species directly incorporate into AlN films. Besides, \( \text{N}^{2+}, \text{N}^+ \) and \( \text{N} \) species can react with \( \text{Al}^{2+}, \text{Al}^+ \) and Al species, and equally incorporate into AlN films. So nitrogen pressure is an important parameter for AlN films deposition. An appropriate nitrogen pressure in the growth chamber helps to form a stoichiometric AlN film and accordingly provide suitable kinetic energy of plasma species, which is consequently helpful for improving the surface smoothness, interface structure and crystalline quality, indicated as the optimal pressure of \( 8 \times 10^{-3} \) Torr in Fig.2d. However, if nitrogen pressure is lower than its appropriate value, growth species will not encounter enough collisions. They reach substrate surface with excessive kinetic energy. These highly energetic species on the one hand will destruct the crystallized film and bombard Si substrate, resulting in localized Si lattices overcome the energy barrier and leave substrate with vacancies. These vacancies are filled by incident AlN species, which can in further combine with Si atoms to form an AlSiN layer, as shown in Fig. 4a. On the other hand, excessive kinetic energy leads to much collision and agglomeration among plasma species, ending up with the formation of non-uniform particulates on as-grown AlN film surface, as shown in Fig. 2a-2c.

The third one can be generalized as energetic AlN species arrive at Si substrate surface and deposit
as AlN film. AlN film growing on Si substrate is two-dimensional layer-by-layer growth regime. We attribute this mainly to two unique effects of PLD. One is the highly energetic effect, and the other is the pulsed effect. The former effectively enhances kinetic energy of AlN species, and allow them to overcome energy barrier and rapidly migrate along scattered islands and among interlayers.\textsuperscript{39-40} The latter enables AlN species to have enough time to adequately migrate and diffuse on Si substrate surface, and till they reach the most stable positions to deposit before next species arrive in the interrupted time of a pulse.\textsuperscript{41-42} Both are eventually beneficial for AlN film layer-by-layer epitaxial growth on Si substrate.

In the first few pulses, energetic AlN species arrive at Si substrate surface and then diffuse and migrate adequately in the interrupted time of a pulse. When they reach the most stable positions before next species arrive, they stop as scattered growth nucleus and randomly distribute on the substrate surface.\textsuperscript{43-45}

As PLD pulses increase, growth nucleus constantly absorb new incident species after nucleation finished and gradually become to small islands. The island density is relative to the laser energy density and laser frequency. When an energetic new specie collides with an island, the specie will transfer its energy to another specie on the island. The specie on the island received energy will take place two occasions. One occasion is that it passively leaves the island and becomes to be an independent specie which can nucleate next time. The other one is that it diffuses along this island instead of leaving, and leads to form a larger island. Moreover, due to highly energetic effect, AlN species can overcome energy barrier and rapidly diffuse among all of scattered islands.\textsuperscript{39-40} By the way, at higher substrate temperature, AlN species diffuse much faster along scattered islands than that at low temperature. Meanwhile, the average size of islands increases as substrate temperature increase. Therefore, the highly energetic effect and substrate temperature enhancement are eventually beneficial for two-dimensional dense film growth.

When the size of large-islands increases to a certain degree, these large islands become to coalesce together and eventually cover the first layer of Si substrate surface. Subsequently, for the second layer, AlN species undergo the nucleation on the first layer, small islands, coalescence, and overall coverage of the second layer on Si substrate. If the first layer is not fully covered, AlN species can jump from the second layer to the first layer due to their highly kinetic energy, which is termed as inter-layer jump\textsuperscript{39-41} and promote for the two-dimension growth of AlN films on Si substrate.
As the layer-by-layer growth continues, the AlN film thickness gradually increases. Due to large -18.9 % lattice mismatches between AlN and Si, AlN lattice subjected to tensile strain from Si lattice, leading to mismatch stress in AlN/Si (111) interface during the growth. In order to release the mismatch stress, misfit dislocations generate in the interface. As the film thickness gradually increases, these misfit dislocations will propagate and stretch upwards, resulting in the formation of threading dislocations. AlN film growing on Si (111) substrates by PLD is two-dimensional layer-by-layer growth regime in relation to strain-relaxation mechanism.

In short, energetic AlN species arrive at Si substrate surface, and then undergo the nucleation, formation of small islands, coalescence of large islands, and overall coverage of Si substrate surface. Eventually, AlN film forms on Si substrate layer by layer, which is related with the highly energetic effect, the pulsed effect and the strain-relaxation mechanism.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we have comprehensively proposed the epitaxial growth mechanism and dislocations formation causes of AlN films on Si (111) substrates by PLD. Due to the highly energetic effect and pulsed effect of PLD, the epitaxial process of AlN film growing on Si (111) by PLD is two-dimensional layer-by-layer growth regime in relation to strain-relaxation mechanisms. At the optimum growth conditions, it exhibits a 1.5 nm-thick single-crystalline AlN layer rather than an amorphous SiN_x layer, which is attributed to the fact that the pre-ablation of AlN targets can eventually inhibit Si-N interfacial reaction. Whereas, severely interfacial reaction and an AlSiN layer were found in the AlN/Si (111) interface in non-optimal growth conditions, which is derived from the interfacial interdiffusion and penetration between active Si atoms and AlN species. The schematic of epitaxial process of AlN films on Si (111) substrates can be categorized into three sub-stages, in which AlN, Al and N etc. species are created by laser, expand into a nitrogen background, arrive at Si substrate surface, and forms AlN film layer by layer.

We believe the comprehensive investigation on the epitaxial growth mechanism and dislocations formation causes of AlN films on Si (111) substrates by PLD is an essential theoretical basis for growing high-quality AlN single-crystalline films and fabricating AlN-based devices, particularly for acoustic filters where abrupt heterointerfaces with substrates and high-quality AlN films are highly desired.
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**Figure captions**

FIG. 1. The XRD analysis of AlN/ Si (111) films, (a) The typical $\omega$-2$\theta$ scan, (b) FWHMs of the AlN (0002) and AlN (10-12) XRD rocking curves of AlN grown for 30 min as a function of nitrogen plasma pressure

FIG. 2. The SEM images of AlN/ Si(111) films grown at different pressures, (a) $4 \times 10^{-4}$ Torr, (b) $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, (c) $4 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, (d) $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, (e) $1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ Torr, and (f) EDS line-scan analysis for AlN/ Si (111) film grown at $4 \times 10^{-4}$ Torr

FIG. 3. The TEM images of AlN/Si (111) films grown at (a) $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, (b) $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr

FIG. 4. The HRTEM images of AlN/Si (111) interfaces grown at (a) $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, (b) $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr

FIG. 5. The SAED images of AlN/Si (111) films grown at (a) $1 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, (b) $8 \times 10^{-3}$ Torr, in which the spots marked in red correspond to planes of Si, and the spots marked in white correspond to planes of AlN.
FIG. 1.

(a) X-ray diffraction pattern showing peaks for Si (111), AlN (0002), and Si (222) with AlN (0004) marked.

(b) Graph showing FWHM as a function of pressure, with data points for (0002) and (10-12) orientations.
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